The purpose of this note is to prove this conjecture.
where the λ is added only to the bottom right entry. For j < a or b < j let D j (µ; a, b; λ) = 0. We will also denote D j (µ; a, b; 0) by D j (µ; a, b) and typically suppress the µ. Note that when the µ(i) are left as variables and a ≤ j ≤ b, none of these determinants are identically zero. We will divide by finitely many of these determinants over the course of the proof, but the end result is a polynomial identity which therefore applies even when some
For instance, when m = 2 and n = 3 the conjecture is that (2) µ (1) µ (3) µ(0) µ (1) µ (1) µ (2) µ (1) 
The conjecture can be proven by induction on n via the following theorem.
.
Proof. The n = 1 case is trivial. Assume n > 1 and let Q be the matrix (D j (0, i + m)) n−1 i,j=0 . Note that for i ≥ 1 and j < i + m, the entry Q i−1,j appears as a cofactor in the expansion of Q i,j . For j ≥ i + m, Q i−1,j = 0. This means that adding λ i times the (i − 1)th row to the ith row has the effect of replacing Q i,j = D j (0, i + m) with Q ′ i,j = D j (0, i + m; λ i ) for j < i + m. Since the entry Q i−1,j is generically nonzero, λ i can be chosen to make D 0 (0, i + m; λ i ) = 0. Perform this row operation on row n − 1, then row n − 2, and so on up to row 1. Call the new matrix Q ′ .
For i ≥ 1, Q ′ i,0 = 0, which (together with the nonvanishing of Q i−1,0 ) implies that the last column of the underlying matrix of D 0 (0, i + m; λ i ) can be written as a linear combination of the first i + m − 1 columns. That is, there are a 1 , . . . , a i+m−1 such that
. . .
By restricting to the first i+ m − 1 coordinates of this equation and applying Cramer's rule, one finds that
For j < i + m, the solved-for column (µ(i + m), . . . , µ(2i + 2m − 1) + λ i ) ⊤ appears in the underlying matrix of D j (0, i + m; λ i ) = Q ′ i,j . Substitute in the linear combination and perform column operations to remove summands of repeated columns. One is left with .
The quotient on the right can be calculated with Dodgson condensation [2] to be 1≤i≤j≤n−1 2m + i + j i + j .
